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IMAGE DESCRIPTION PRODUCT INFO

1- L Light switch Sonoff TX series 
(black or white)

2- L Light switch Sonoff TX series 
(black or white)

3- L Light switch Sonoff TX series 
(black or white)

PRODUCT RANGE 2019

The WiFi smart switches with 1-3 gangs. T3 is available in black, and T0 and T2 are available in White. 
Additionally T2 and T3 support 433MHz remote controller to control.

All switches can be controlled remotely using your phone, and devices connected with switches can work 
independently. Works with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant which allows you turn your appliances on or 
off with a simple voice command. The simple and stylish switches feature sensitive touch buttons to ensure 
a modern and sleek finish on any wall surface. For your peace of mind when it comes to security and energy 

efficiency, simply set a time schedule to power your device on or off to suit your needs.

Compatible with IFTTT function, the switches can communicate with a slew of devices, to trigger them on or 
off. Not sure whether you switched that light off? Take out your phone to see the real-time device status on 

the eWeLink app.
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1- L DIMMER Light switch 
Ewelink  (black or white)

Features:
Workable Light for the Dimmer Switch
The WiFi Dimmer Switch can work with Incandescent lamp, halogen lamp, Iodine tungsten lamp, Resistive buck LED lamp, 
stepless dimming LED lamp. Not all LED bulbs are suitable for our WiFi dimmer switch, so we have a dimmable LED bulb that 
can be dimmed with the WiFi switch. Intelligent dimming, intelligent life.
Smart WiFi touch control Stepless Dimmer Switch
This touch dimmer switch supports maximum power of 300W that can work with most lights with dimming function. This 
dimmer provides the maximum amount of stepless dimming range, user can dim the light to save more electricity and extend 
bulb life. Voltage: AC 90-250V voltage.
APP Remote Control
User can use a smartphone to remotely turn on/off lights or adjust stepless brightness at anytime and anywhere via APP as 
long as the iOS/Android phone has 3G/4G/WIFI network, enjoy the convenience of intelligent life! App: eWeLink (Not support 
RF433 remote control.)
Compatible with Amazon Alexa / Google Home / IFTTT

BASIC 10Amp including 
enclosure housing (junction box)

Sonoff Basic is an affordable WiFi smart switch that provides users with smart home control. It is a remote control power 
switch that can connect to a wide range of appliances. Sonoff Basic WiFi electrical switch transmits data to a cloud platform 

through the WiFi Router, which enables users to remotely control all the connected appliances, via the mobile application 
eWeLink. 

BASIC 10Amp with RF The remote functionality gives you the ability to not only control using your mobile device or tablet but also allows you to switch 
lights from the remote control. Works with radio freequency therefore you require a RF bridging device to control with WiFi

Remote for 10Amp with RF

Sonoff MINI
This is a mini and compact DIY smart switch used for different kinds of switch boxes, even the smallest EU standard switch 
box. make use of your existing switches and make them smart! Convenient to automate your home appliances with eWeLink 
app through your smartphone or tablet or your voice command. Support to connect an external rocker light switch unable to 
automatically spring back for easily managing connected devices in your home, both on your phone or directly from the wall. It 
supports the DIY mode (designed for developers) which allows users to integrate MINI into worldwide third-party open source 
smart home control system to achieve LAN control without cloud service, such as Home Assistant, openHAB, ioBroker .etc.
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TH16 for pool or geyser (without 
current recording or monitoring)

Sonoff TH16 is a wireless temperature and humidity monitoring switch which can remotely monitor and set temperature and 
humidity range to turn on/off connected appliances through the iOS/Android APP eWeLink. Just as the name indicates, the 
Sonoff TH temperature and humidity monitor device supports two maximum current supply specifications: 15A. 

POW r2 for pool or geyser (with 
current recording or monitoring)

Remote Control  –Turn electronic devices on/off from anywhere
Monitor Energy Usage  –Keep track of live power, current and voltage of your appliances on App
Historical Energy Consumption  –100-day daily/monthly energy usage data and total electricity cost
Overload Protection  –Set power, current and voltage threshold values to let appliances auto-off
Measure Power Usage for a Period  –Measure your appliances’ power consumption for a specified time
Sync Status–Real-time device status provided to App
Timing Function –Supports 8 enabled scheduled/countdown timers
Share Control –Invite your family to control your smart home together
Scene–Turn on/off a gang of devices with one tap or triggered on/off by another smart device
Smart Scene–Triggered on/off by temp, hum or other environmental conditions from a sensor
APP Supported –Free iOS and Android eWeLink app
Compatibility –Works perfectly with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, IFTTT, Google Nest

Thermometer probe (temp 
sensor)

used in conjunction with TH16 device

Humidity  probe / sensor used in conjunction with TH16 device

Gate or garage door (without 
OPEN/CLOSE monintoring)

Used for gate motors & garage doors, easily installed as per schematic however does not have functionality of door OPEN/CLOSE status

Gate or garage door (with 
OPEN/CLOSE monitoring)

used for gate motors & garage doors, easily installed as per schematic comes with the functionality of door OPEN/CLOSE status
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RING doorbell

Works with Alexa to illuminate and send announcements to Echo devices when your doorbell is pressed or motion is detected, 
allowing you to hear and speak to visitors with two-way talk
Lets you see, hear and speak to visitors from your phone, tablet and PC
Sends alerts as soon as motion is detected or when visitors press the Doorbell
Powered by the rechargeable battery pack or connects to doorbell wires for a constant charge
Monitors your home in 1080HD video with infrared night vision
Lets you check-in on your property at anytime with Live View on-demand video
Includes Lifetime Theft Protection: If your Doorbell gets stolen, we’ll replace it for free
 
Quantity
  Sold out
Share this:
Share on Facebook Tweet on Twitter Share on Google+ Share on LinkedIn Pin on Pinterest

ALEXA Echo SHOW 2nd GEN 
with monitor 

Premium speakers with Dolby processing let you stream music and books in crisp, stereo sound. With a vibrant 10.1" HD screen for watching videos, 
movies, and TV shows—in a new fabric design.
Ask Alexa to see lyrics and album art with Amazon Music. See weather forecasts, calendars, to-do lists, and your favorite playlists.
Watch award-winning movies and shows from Prime Video, music videos from Vevo, or live TV and sports with a Hulu subscription.
Make video calls to anyone with Skype, the Alexa app, an Echo Spot, or Echo Show.
Your new kitchen companion—watch recipe videos, set timers and alarms, and add items to your shopping list.
Set up compatible Zigbee devices without the need for a separate hub. See your front door camera stream with 2-way audio and notifications.
With eight microphones and far-field technology, Alexa can hear you even while music is playing.
With over 50,000 skills and counting, Alexa is always getting smarter. Skills are like apps and let you do more with Alexa.

ALEXA 3rd Generation Echo DOT

Echo Dot is our most popular voice-controlled speaker, now with improved sound and a new design.
Ask Alexa to play music, answer questions, read the news, check the weather, set alarms, control compatible smart home devices, and more.
Stream songs from Amazon Music, Spotify, SiriusXM, and others through the improved speaker for richer and louder sound.
Call and message almost anyone hands-free. Instantly drop in on other rooms in your home or make an announcement to every room with a 
compatible Echo device.
Alexa is always getting smarter and adding new skills like tracking fitness, playing games, and more.
Can hear you from across the room. And with compatible Echo devices in different rooms, you can fill your whole home with music.
Pair with a second Echo Dot (3rd gen) for stereo sound, or connect to your own speakers over Bluetooth or with a 3.5 mm audio cable.
Use your voice to turn on lights, adjust thermostats, lock doors, find TV shows, and more with compatible connected devices.

ALEXA Echo 

Echo (2nd Gen) has a new speaker, new design, and is available in a range of styles including fabrics and wood veneers. Echo connects to Alexa to 
play music, make calls, set music alarms and timers, ask questions, control smart home devices, and more—instantly.
Just ask for a song, artist, or genre from Amazon Music, Spotify, Pandora, and more. With multi-room music, you can play music on compatible Echo 
devices in different rooms. Echo can also play Audible audiobooks, radio stations, news briefs, and more.
Call or message almost anyone hands-free with your Echo device. Also, instantly connect to other Echo devices in your home using just your voice.
New speaker, now with Dolby processing for crisp vocals and dynamic bass response. Echo can fill the room with 360° omnidirectional audio.
With seven microphones, beamforming technology, and noise cancellation, Echo hears you from any direction—even while music is playing
Just ask Alexa to check your calendar, weather, traffic, and sports scores, manage to-do and shopping lists, control your compatible smart lights, 
thermostats, garage doors, sprinklers, and more
Alexa is always getting smarter and adding new features and skills. Just ask Alexa to control your TV, request an Uber, order a pizza, and more.

BROADLINK DEVICE - For 
TV's,AC's,HiFi's etc 

Support 80,000+ TVs, air conditioners, audio devices, etc
Automatic codes update from cloud
Automatic device matching without learning
iOS/Android app control
Home/away mode, sleep/wake-up mode, parental mode and security mode
Support IR controlled devices such as TV, Air condition, DVD players and etc.
Support Wifi 2.4GHz b/g/
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ALEXA car charger ROAV device
Alexa on the Road
VIVA brings Amazon's advanced voice service into any vehicle. Enjoy an ever-expanding library of 25000+ skills. Get directions, play music, get a 
flash briefing of your day, shop online, and more. Just ask Alexa.

GOOGLE Home Mini Use your voice to play music on Google Home Mini, listen to audio books, or stream shows, movies and more to your TV with Chromecast

GOOGLE Home Use your voice to play music on Google Home Mini, listen to audio books, or stream shows, movies and more to your TV with Chromecast

GOOGLE Home Hub

Enjoy all the functionality of the Google Assistant and a 7" touchscreen with the chalk Google Home Hub. It is equipped with Wi-Fi connectivity to 
browse online content, control your compatible smart home devices, and connect with other local smart devices; Bluetooth is also built-in to enable 
streaming from your favorite compatible device. The touchscreen helps simplify on-screen app navigation and displays search results, photos, videos, 
your smart security footage, and more. A physical mute switch enables you to turn off the onboard microphones for added privacy.

GOOGLE WiFi system (3 Pack)

A new type of connected system that replaces your router for seamless Wi-Fi coverage throughout your home, helping eliminate dead zones and 
buffering
Network Assist technology keeps your connection fast by always selecting the clearest channel and fastest band for your devices ; WiFi throughput: 
1200 Mpbs
A simple app gets you set up quickly and allows you to see what's connected, prioritize devices, and pause the Wi-Fi on kids' devices
A single Wi-Fi point covers up to 1,500 sq. ft., a set of three covers homes up to 4,500 sq. ft. Wi-Fi points work together so you can add more if you 
need additional coverage
24/7 phone support from Google; 1-year warranty

GOOGLE WiFi system (each)

A new type of connected system that replaces your router for seamless Wi-Fi coverage throughout your home, helping eliminate dead zones and 
buffering
Network Assist technology keeps your connection fast by always selecting the clearest channel and fastest band for your devices ; WiFi throughput: 
1200 Mpbs
A simple app gets you set up quickly and allows you to see what's connected, prioritize devices, and pause the Wi-Fi on kids' devices
A single Wi-Fi point covers up to 1,500 sq. ft., a set of three covers homes up to 4,500 sq. ft. Wi-Fi points work together so you can add more if you 
need additional coverage
24/7 phone support from Google; 1-year warranty
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ALARM PIR sensor wall mount 
(requires Wifi bridge) usually 3-4 
sensors per Wifi bridge as long 
as they are within radio frequency 
range in the same house

Transmit distance: 150m (open)
Voltage: 3V (2*AA)
Standby current: ≤9μA
Alarm current: ≤10mA
Wireless frequency: 433.92MHz
Wireless Transmit Code: 1527Mhz (default)
Detection distance: 12m@ 25℃
Detection angle: 110 degrees
Maximum coverage area: 12m*12m
Alarm indicator light: on for 3 seconds
Working environment: indoor
Tamper switch: normally closed
Anti-white light intensity: 10000Lux
Packing size: 165*65*50mm
Product Size: 120*62*46mm
Battery type: 2*AA (Note: this model doesn’t come with battery)
Weight: 120g

ALARM door sensor (requires 
Wifi bridge) usually 3-4 sensors 
per Wifi bridge as long as they 
are within radio frequency range 
in the same house

This is a smart motion sensor which can work dependently without hub, can accurately detect moving in the room, and can be 
compatible with Alexa and google home assistant to push and start the voice assistant to protect the house security. Besides, 
it can IFTTT other smart items.Also,it can associate more than 2 devices to work to creat your own scene and share your 
devices to others directly.
If the battery is low, the detector will beep and the red indicator flash every minute and push message to you phone, you 
should put in fresh batteries.

WiFi bridging device

This RF Bridge 433 can convert most of the 433.92MHz RF Remotes into WiFi wireless. By adding the RF wireless Bridge to 
iOS/Android App eWeLink WiFi wirelessly, You can add up to four RM433 RF or alarms, also add them together (max. 4 
devices). 

It can be used for most of the 433.92MHz RF Remote controlled products, like RF controlled switch, RF controlled socket, RF 
controlled bulb, RF controlled door opener, etc. You can set totally 8 schedule/countdown/loop timers to turn on/off the RF 
controlled products.

Even more exciting is that it will work with the 433.92MHz door magnetic sensor, 433.92MHz human body IR sensor, and 
more other 433.92MHz sensors to realize security alarm, and allowing you to DIY smart scenes. Note that the alarm push only 
comes in the owner's account, those users being shared can't view the alarm push.

PIR2 is a 433.92MHz RF PIR motion sensor that for human detection. The motion detector can work with the Sonoff RF 
Bridge 433, providing human detected alarm message push to your phone.

S-26 Wifi adaptor socket

Sonoff S26 is a WiFi smart plug with EU standard. Users can instantly convert any plug into a smart outlet with a convenient 
timer function that works on user’s smartphone. With this smart socket, you can turn on/off any connected device either on the 
APP eWeLink or by pressing the manual control knob of the WiFi plug. It allows you to set countdown/schedule/loop timers to 
auto-turn on/off the WiFi controlled outlet on App. You can share the WiFi plug with your family so that you can control 
together. Just plug and take a minute to setup, you’ll be able to control your lighting and home appliances from anywhere at 
any time.

ALARM PIR sensor wall mount 
(requires Wifi bridge) usually 3-4 
sensors per Wifi bridge as long 
as they are within radio frequency 
range in the same house

Transmit distance: 150m (open)
Voltage: 3V (2*AA)
Standby current: ≤9μA
Alarm current: ≤10mA
Wireless frequency: 433.92MHz
Wireless Transmit Code: 1527Mhz (default)
Detection distance: 12m@ 25℃
Detection angle: 110 degrees
Maximum coverage area: 12m*12m
Alarm indicator light: on for 3 seconds
Working environment: indoor
Tamper switch: normally closed
Anti-white light intensity: 10000Lux
Packing size: 165*65*50mm
Product Size: 120*62*46mm
Battery type: 2*AA (Note: this model doesn’t come with battery)
Weight: 120g

ALARM door sensor (requires 
Wifi bridge) usually 3-4 sensors 
per Wifi bridge as long as they 
are within radio frequency range 
in the same house

This is a smart motion sensor which can work dependently without hub, can accurately detect moving in the room, and can be 
compatible with Alexa and google home assistant to push and start the voice assistant to protect the house security. Besides, 
it can IFTTT other smart items.Also,it can associate more than 2 devices to work to creat your own scene and share your 
devices to others directly.
If the battery is low, the detector will beep and the red indicator flash every minute and push message to you phone, you 
should put in fresh batteries.

WiFi bridging device

This RF Bridge 433 can convert most of the 433.92MHz RF Remotes into WiFi wireless. By adding the RF wireless Bridge to 
iOS/Android App eWeLink WiFi wirelessly, You can add up to four RM433 RF or alarms, also add them together (max. 4 
devices). 

It can be used for most of the 433.92MHz RF Remote controlled products, like RF controlled switch, RF controlled socket, RF 
controlled bulb, RF controlled door opener, etc. You can set totally 8 schedule/countdown/loop timers to turn on/off the RF 
controlled products.

Even more exciting is that it will work with the 433.92MHz door magnetic sensor, 433.92MHz human body IR sensor, and 
more other 433.92MHz sensors to realize security alarm, and allowing you to DIY smart scenes. Note that the alarm push only 
comes in the owner's account, those users being shared can't view the alarm push.

PIR2 is a 433.92MHz RF PIR motion sensor that for human detection. The motion detector can work with the Sonoff RF 
Bridge 433, providing human detected alarm message push to your phone.

S-26 Wifi adaptor socket

Sonoff S26 is a WiFi smart plug with EU standard. Users can instantly convert any plug into a smart outlet with a convenient 
timer function that works on user’s smartphone. With this smart socket, you can turn on/off any connected device either on the 
APP eWeLink or by pressing the manual control knob of the WiFi plug. It allows you to set countdown/schedule/loop timers to 
auto-turn on/off the WiFi controlled outlet on App. You can share the WiFi plug with your family so that you can control 
together. Just plug and take a minute to setup, you’ll be able to control your lighting and home appliances from anywhere at 
any time.

ALARM PIR sensor wall mount 
(requires Wifi bridge) usually 3-4 
sensors per Wifi bridge as long 
as they are within radio frequency 
range in the same house

Transmit distance: 150m (open)
Voltage: 3V (2*AA)
Standby current: ≤9μA
Alarm current: ≤10mA
Wireless frequency: 433.92MHz
Wireless Transmit Code: 1527Mhz (default)
Detection distance: 12m@ 25℃
Detection angle: 110 degrees
Maximum coverage area: 12m*12m
Alarm indicator light: on for 3 seconds
Working environment: indoor
Tamper switch: normally closed
Anti-white light intensity: 10000Lux
Packing size: 165*65*50mm
Product Size: 120*62*46mm
Battery type: 2*AA (Note: this model doesn’t come with battery)
Weight: 120g

ALARM door sensor (requires 
Wifi bridge) usually 3-4 sensors 
per Wifi bridge as long as they 
are within radio frequency range 
in the same house

This is a smart motion sensor which can work dependently without hub, can accurately detect moving in the room, and can be 
compatible with Alexa and google home assistant to push and start the voice assistant to protect the house security. Besides, 
it can IFTTT other smart items.Also,it can associate more than 2 devices to work to creat your own scene and share your 
devices to others directly.
If the battery is low, the detector will beep and the red indicator flash every minute and push message to you phone, you 
should put in fresh batteries.

WiFi bridging device

This RF Bridge 433 can convert most of the 433.92MHz RF Remotes into WiFi wireless. By adding the RF wireless Bridge to 
iOS/Android App eWeLink WiFi wirelessly, You can add up to four RM433 RF or alarms, also add them together (max. 4 
devices). 

It can be used for most of the 433.92MHz RF Remote controlled products, like RF controlled switch, RF controlled socket, RF 
controlled bulb, RF controlled door opener, etc. You can set totally 8 schedule/countdown/loop timers to turn on/off the RF 
controlled products.

Even more exciting is that it will work with the 433.92MHz door magnetic sensor, 433.92MHz human body IR sensor, and 
more other 433.92MHz sensors to realize security alarm, and allowing you to DIY smart scenes. Note that the alarm push only 
comes in the owner's account, those users being shared can't view the alarm push.

PIR2 is a 433.92MHz RF PIR motion sensor that for human detection. The motion detector can work with the Sonoff RF 
Bridge 433, providing human detected alarm message push to your phone.

S-26 Wifi adaptor socket

Sonoff S26 is a WiFi smart plug with EU standard. Users can instantly convert any plug into a smart outlet with a convenient 
timer function that works on user’s smartphone. With this smart socket, you can turn on/off any connected device either on the 
APP eWeLink or by pressing the manual control knob of the WiFi plug. It allows you to set countdown/schedule/loop timers to 
auto-turn on/off the WiFi controlled outlet on App. You can share the WiFi plug with your family so that you can control 
together. Just plug and take a minute to setup, you’ll be able to control your lighting and home appliances from anywhere at 
any time.



iFan 3 controller 

Sonoff iFan02 is a driver for ceiling fans with lights. By replacing the old driver with iFan02, your non-smart led ceiling fan will 
be converted to a smart ceiling fan. It allows you remote control ceiling fan with led light on the free iOS/Android app eWeLink. 
You can turn on/off the fan, turn on/off the light, change fan speed and the light’s color temperature for the WiFi ceiling fan. 
Note that if your light is not dimmable, you can’t change the brightness. iFan02 works with Amazon Echo and Google Home, 
you can use your voice to turn on/off the fan or light.

The iFan02 comes with a 2.4G RF Remote, with whom you can turn on/off the fan and light, adjust fan speed and light 
intensity indoors.

Water leak detector
Place the Leak Alarm in any potential flood spot - next to bathrooms, basements, kitchens, boats, garages or etc. When the 
water sensor detect a water leak or water overflow, it will push water alarm notication to smartphone App via WIFI network, 
timely inform users taking immediate action to stop the potential flood.
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